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January Message
What is Critical Thinking?
In general, the definition of critical thinking is this, as defined by the National Council for Excellence in
Critical Thinking.
“Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information gathered from, or generated by, observation,
experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a (guide) to belief and action. When grounded
in selfish motives, it is often manifested in the skillful manipulation of ideas in service of one’s (own) or
(one’s groups’) vested interest. As such it is typically intellectually flawed however pragmatically successful it might be. When grounded in fair-mindedness and intellectual integrity, it is typically of higher
order intellectually.”
Parentheses are my words.
What is terribly lacking in beekeeping is the ability or will to do critical thinking on the part of many,
simply put, the ability to think things through by many. We see this all too often as it pertains to various subjects/topics and ideas, as subjects are presented for discussion. Some in beekeeping actually
become belligerent or offensive/defensive as their ideas are questioned as if it were an attack to their
character or their person. Ideas that cannot successfully or adequately be articulated, defended, or
explained by the person presenting them should reasonably be questioned by all, as to its validity.
Opposites cannot be true! Often the beekeeper with questions migrate from beekeeper to beekeeper, organization to organization, etc., asking what he or she may think is the same question expecting
the same or similar answer without realizing the formula has changed with each question asked, and
(Continued on page 3)
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The Buzzzz

LCBA 2018 Upcoming Events and News:
All meetings start at 7 pm at Life Church in Grafton unless specified.
Jan 21

100th Anniversary Meeting at 7 pm

Jan 31

Next Executives Meeting

100th Anniversary

The email address to send pictures for the 100th anniversary power point is, lcba100pics@gmail.com

In October 2019, the Lorain County Beekeepers Association will be celebrating their 100 th anniversary
with a dinner and auction fundraiser. All proceeds will go towards the association’s building fund.
Would you consider supporting the LCBA with a donation of merchandise, gift certificates, or a service from your business? We are seeking donations for a live auction ($200 value) and for a Chinese
raffle ($25 value). All donors will be listed in a printed program for the October 5, 2019 event. We
anticipate an attendance of 250 people at the dinner.
LCBA is a 501c (3) non-profit organization. Any donation made to LCBA is tax deductible.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact any of our board members.

January Message - cont.
one or both parties has changed the question/criteria, for example. Do you use queen excluders or do you like queen excluders is not the same question! As well, the answers can vary, I hate queen excluders, but I use them, maybe the beekeeper answering the question was referring to comb honey production when he was responding to the excluder use question, and hated it in the normal extracting process of liquid honey. The person asking questions needs to be specific and constant when
acquiring information of different sources or in any format or presentation. The adage, you ask one hundred beekeepers one
question and you will get one hundred different answers may be misstated; maybe it is not just one question but many similar
questions with many different answers. DO NOT BE SO EAGER TO ACCEPT JUST ANY ANSWER, OR MAYBE THE QUESTION WAS JUST NOT THAT IMPORTANT.
A more refined question will certainly bring about a more detailed answer; for example, maybe the above question should have
started with, what is a queen excluder? Then, who would use a queen excluder? Then, in normal use how is a queen excluder
used? Then, are there other uses or circumstances a queen excluder may be used, etc. Wanting a specific answer to a general
question will render no detailed solutions and then many beekeepers ask a question with an answer already in mind, they don’t
ask to know, they ask to verify.
Take a look at a few examples that may spur debate in beekeeping at any meeting and then tell me critical thinking is without
value in beekeeping. Race of bee, queen excluders, size boxes, 8 frame vs. 10 frame; package vs. nuc, queen introduction methods, local queens vs. out of state queens, etc. Aren’t we as teachers/instructors/organizations/mentors, supposed to resolve
issues instead of propagating them? Do we have a plan? We can go on and on about unresolved issues in beekeeping for almost
every aspect of beekeeping to the confusion of many and distain of all. Much of this has NEVER been adequately debated in a
public forum for the benefit, if not for the humor of all, as well. It is of great interest to watch some individual squirm and fidget as they try to defend an indefensible idea of which they are particularly fond and yet deficient on facts.
Critical thinking can be learned, it is a discipline, and should be applied to all areas of life. The most basic form of critical thinking would be to ask questions, specific questions, question your own thinking, resist the desire to form opinions without sufficient input from all sides, define and explain words. Treat all that offer information to you as you would any business transaction such as, a car salesman or banker. Examine the fine print again and again. Accurate results should always be the same, if
the same question is asked, if the information is correct, or maybe you should refine the question. If enough questions are
asked and accurate information sought after, the information is available for the sincere researcher.
I know this sounds silly, but when you deal with the public as I do, or you instruct/teach, words convey ideas and thoughts and
if the meaning is not clearly understood it results in confusion and misunderstanding which can be costly in more ways than
one. Many times I start a class with “I am only responsible for what I say, not what you hear.” Listeners many times will pick a
word out of a whole conversation and repeat it out of context, which in turn can mean entirely something else. I hear this over
and over in a one on one conversation. I have been quoted in the media as having said some of the most outlandish things.
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January Message - cont.
Here are some stories I have heard or things beekeepers I know have been told!
• You have to have two colonies because queens will not mate with drones from their own colony.
• I have a bad queen because after two months she is still in the cage!
• It was hot here so I put the queens in the refrigerator for a while in order to cool them down before
instillation!
• My mentor said I need a queen because my colony swarmed!
• I have a swarm in my yard, but they are not mine, I opened the hive and they were all there!
• I want to buy a queen and equipment for her, how long will it be before she produces honey?
• I need another queen because I’ve added my second brood box. I was told I needed a queen in each
box.
These and many such ideas in beekeeping are not well thought through. We read what is published and
because it is published in a respected publication by a well-known author, somehow we think it merits
regurgitation to the next beekeeper we meet. We parrot ideas stolen from another source, or one
another, because it sounds legit, when we have no idea what if any thought process went into the solution; question everything, if not verbally, at least in your own thought process and mind.
In many instances, it is not the new, confused newbee, but the mentor or helper of the newbee that is
the problem. Think about this for a moment, in the current environment, ideas are perpetuated from
beekeeper to beekeeper whether they are good or bad ideas. How will this end or correct itself unless
at some point there is an intervention of some sort on the part of a knowledgeable source. This is like
stomping out fires, put one out, another springs up. As officers of organizations, how many times have
we had speakers address our organization with questionable data and no one in the audience questions
it on the spot? Who, what, when, where, how, these are some of the most unused words in beekeeping/the world, and are the greatest friends of those seeking learning/education. Honest debate, true
discourse, will only authenticate or refute any information, and many are afraid of open discussion and
debate when in reality these are the friends of facts.
If what you want to know is important, the facts are there, do not accept just any answer. If you do,
this will only lead to many more questions with no real results and frustration? We need to (know)
what we think, and (why) we think it, and we must be able to articulate the same or maybe we do not
know what we think.
The “few” who have actually read this through, have potential, others not so much!
Queen Right Colonies
December 18, 2018
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Inabelle “Ina” Campbell
6-13-1927 to 12-30-2018

The Lorain County Beekeepers Association says farewell to one of our Honorary Lifetime members, Ina Campbell. Ina has been involved with our association since the early 1990’s. She was
very active in donations of stuffed animals, games, prizes, candy, aprons, the flags that are
hanging in the bee barn at the fair currently and helping at the Children’s Booth for many years.
We send our deepest sympathy to all members of the St. Clair family. We were all blessed this
past spring and summer by the opportunity to meet her and enjoy time with her at our LCBA

events.
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Honeybee Education 2019
Beginner Beekeeping Class, 24th Annual
Class Dates: March 8, 15, 22, & 29, 2019
Know someone who’s interested in starting or would like a refresher?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Time: 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Classes:
March 8: Beekeeping Equipment
March 15: Managing Your Bee Hive
March 22: Pests and Diseases
March 29: Swarms & Prevention
Where: Life Church
1033 Elm Street
Grafton, OH 44044

Hands-on Field Day: June 1, 2019
Time: 10:00 am (Rain or Shine)
Where: Queen Right Colonies
43655 State Route 162, Spencer, Ohio 44275
Bonus Class: Fall Wrap, September 13, 2019
Time: 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Where: Life Church
1033 Elm Street
Grafton, OH 44044
Click here for Beginner Beekeeping Class Registration Form
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2019 L.C.B.A. Membership Form

Name ______________________________________________
Phone______________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City ___________________ State _______ Zip _____________
E-Mail _____________________________________________
Enclosed is $20.00 for each year membership desired which includes the newsletter
e-mailed. You must include your e-mail above.
Payment Enclosed $ _____________ Check # ____________
(cash / check / money order)
Please make checks payable to: Lorain County Beekeepers and mail to:
Gene Gargas, LCBA Treasurer, 2410 Brook Haven Lane, Hinckley, OH 44233
Information is also available at our website, www.loraincountybeekeepers.org. Memberships
run on a calendar year basis (January to December).
The above person / family has applied for membership in the Lorain County Beekeepers Assoc. The adult members of the applicant family 18 yrs. and older are requested to take part in
the annual association election of officers to conduct the regular business of the association.
Youth members are welcome to join in on all other association activities.
The above person / family acknowledges that their contact information will be added to the
membership list. This list is a controlled item and will be used only for L.C.B.A. business and
will not be used for any other purpose.
I acknowledge the risks involved in beekeeping activities which include and not limited to:
stings, falls, shock, allergic reactions and personal injury. I agree to hold harmless Lorain
County Beekeepers Association free from any liability, including financial responsibility for injuries or property damages, regardless of whether injuries are caused by negligence in the State
of Ohio.
_____________________________________
Signature

_________________
Date

To Promote Beekeeping through Education, Cooperation, or any other Efficient Means.

LORAIN COUNTY
BEEKEEPERS
ASSOCIATION

Covering and located in Lorain County, Ohio. LCBA was founded in 1919 as a non-profit organization committed to educating the public about the value of honeybees and the impact
honeybees have on our world. We provide educational appearances upon request for schools
and other groups. LCBA encourages and mentors beginning beekeepers through scholarship
programs for students and adult education.
Monthly Meetings

For Membership Mail to:
LCBA Membership
c/o Gargas
2410 Brook Haven Lane
Hinckley, OH 44233
Newsletter Submissions/
Questions
Email: BuzzzzEditor@gmail.com

When:

2nd Friday of the month. Beginning at 7:00 p.m. until
9:30 p.m.

Where: Life Church (Google Maps Link)
1033 Elm Street

Classifieds
New vaporizer and a five pound bag of oxalic acid for sale. The vaporizer is new never used and the five pound bag of oxalic has not been
opened. Both for $100.00. Email is pristashj@hotmail.com, Phone
number is 440-666-4374.
We’re on the Web!
www.loraincountybeekeepers.org

DISCLAIMER: The BUZZZZ places Classified items as a courtesy to paid members of LCBA
and paid ads for non members. The BUZZZZ and LCBA make no promises, warranties, or
representations as to Classifieds and Advertisements and will not be responsible for any
problems incurred from purchasing items placed for advertising in The BUZZZZ. Any items
purchased through these ads are at the purchasers own risk, on an "AS IS" and "AS AVAILABLE" basis and any risk of using is assumed by you; . The BUZZZZ & LCBA.

DID YOU KNOW DONATIONS TO LCBA DEDUCTIBLE
Lorain County Beekeepers Association is now a 501c(3) organization. Any donations made to LCBA
are now tax deductible.

The BUZZZZ Advertising Fees
Members can place classified ads a maximum of four lines (approximately 3/4 inch by 3¾ quarter inch)
for free on a one time basis. If the same ads are placed for more than a month, there will be a fee for
placing the ads. There will also be a fee if ads are larger than the size listed above. Ads will run in the
newsletter which is posted on the LCBA website and emailed to our member circulation and billed
for 12 issues.
Rates for ads are as follows: Provided by customer - * LCBA Officers reserve the right, at their sole
discretion, to change, modify, add, or delete all or portions of ads for content. Terms and Policies
subject to change.
1(Full) page - $25.00 per month/issue
1/2 page ad - $18.00 per month/issue

1/4 page ad - $12.00 per month/issue
1/8 page ad - $10.00 per month/issue

If you have any questions about advertising contact:
Mike Yuhas, 440-644-0233 / buzzzzeditor@gmail.com

